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The story passes now to the Eastern Han. Wang Mang
having succeeded in making himself disliked by powerful
interests, certain Han princes found no great difficulty in
getting a following. Liu Siu, leader of a rebel band and
descendant of one of the Han emperors, defeated and
slew Wang Mang, burnt his capital, and set up his head in
the market-place.
Becoming emperor as Kuang Wu-ti (a.d. 25-58), he
transferred his capital to Lo-yang in the east, and made
himself a noteworthy ruler. He was a Confucian scholar,
and carried on the work of the earlier Han in reconciling
Taoism and Confucianism, and in making religion the
basis for loyalty to the throne. Education was encouraged,
and moral and religious ideals were taught in the schools.
The emperor's time of exile and hardship yielded good
fruit too in his care for the poor. He had a census of
people and lands taken, and redeemed the name of his
house.
His successor Ming-ti (a.d. 58—76) is credited with his
initiative in summoning to Lo-yang a Buddhist mission.1
Their coming marks an era more momentous than that of
the conqueror Wu-ti. It gave to the Chinese new concepts
of god and man, new art forms, a new mystical philosophy,
a new spiritual impetus.
It is significant that the first book to be printed in China
was the Diamond Cutter Sutra> which is strangely unlike
any of the Chinese classics, and has exerted great influence.
It is a difficult work of transcendent and mystical nature,
only to be understood by the initiate, and very different
from the social ethic of the Analects*
Buddhism has in fact succeeded in China because it is
complementary to her native religions. As an eminent
Chinese writer, himself no friend of Buddhism, says, 'It
came with irresistible force ... it broke down the fatalism
of Confucianism and Taoism... and brought home to the
1 Critical scholarship finds in the story of his dream a pious fraud.

